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Summary; 

Taxpayers are required to pay taxes to the state budget by virtue of their position subject to the 

state, the latter in its capacity as sovereign person of public law. 

This quality gives them the right to impose against taxpayers by administrative means known, or 

sometimes with justice, respecting a certain extent the principles and traditions specific to tax. 

Principles of neutrality and non-discrimination are relevant in terms of describing the relations 

between public authorities and taxpayers. 

Although taxpayers are divided into official and legal persons, in fact individuals are those who 

support the ultimate tax burden. 

Neutral may be imposed? This is a question as simple as it is delicate. 

The first impulse response would be simple enough given that we have available sufficient 

interpretations in the literature. 

Reiterating its imposing peaks, of Adam Smith put it more fiscal the neutrality principle, along 

with other rules or principles grouped asazisele tax equity principles, or group of economic and 

social policy principles, among other principles, such as imposing non-discrimination, the 

legitimacy of imposing and sometimes appear even lack some confusion with the principle of 

arbitrariness in matters of taxation. 

The answer is sometimes explanatory actually deviating from the content problem, and in this 

case we know from the literature explanations specialties, namely neutrality is manifested by a 

lack of offensive tax, namely that taxes should be stowed the criteria is not to reach taxpayers, on 

whose account you choose to invest in the real economy or advantage by placing their resources 

or financial banking market. Taxes should not be established and criteria to which the taxpayer 

due to refrain from consuming or saving. 
 

Top of Form 

In order to allow such a response, I think it is necessary to emphasize the beginning the place and 

role in the relationship between the state and tax payers, which is essentially this..We must have 

to remember that in fact the tax is interposed between the sovereign state as person of public law 

and its subjects. 

Regardless of the evolution of modern societies and the model of social order, report tax returns 

us to reality, namely that the subject state, as a taxpayer is obliged and forced to pay tax on time 

and under set. 

There  fore, the conditions imposed by the sovereign subjects, there would be room for 

interpretation ideological, and more for law enforcements not fit interpretations than in relation to 

the law. 

In these conditions, otherwise equivocal imposed by tax law and other restrictions jurisdictional 

neutrality of taxation would be promoted by a low tax burden that its payment will not affect the 

taxpayer as little judgment. How such a situation today is excluded, the problem size remains to 

put the tax burden, a problem that affects the taxpayer discriminatory and thus to treat this 

problem in common with the dissertation on the principle of discrimination or imposing non-

discrimination in the following. 

 The idea issued, that the size of the tax burden largely determine the neutrality of the tax law 

disarms the obvious today when the tax burden is quite high and unfortunately quite differently 

on different categories of taxpayers. 
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 So we know the size of the tax burden is determined in terms of relative and absolute except in 

having available in the literature and practice fiscal indicator called taxation rate, or level of 

taxation. This indicator is calculated and statistical highlights macroeconomic regulation, and 

sometimes even narrower in the central state budget. Perhaps for reasons of image, the need to 

pimp so-called macro indicators. 

 

Specifically,, rate is calculated rgula taxation, reporting of State income tax (VF) to gross 

domestic product (GDP). 

 

                    GRF-level of taxation 

 

                              V.F. 

                    GRF = ---------- 

                              P.I.B. 

 

From this point it is necessary to raise the old problem of economic calculation veracity. One can 

question the intent and even failure lies in omisiune.Probleme on how serious the general public 

so insignificant in reality and taxpayer, and will you and aware of the tax burden on that support. 

Criticize of this synthetic indicator asazis starts without taking into account any ideological 

springs as it promotes the content of the denominator, namely the dull gross product. GDP 

includes income tax along the central budget and local budgets ones, and those special funds. 

And also includes contributions and social contributions, para obligations as they call in some 

experts in taxation.   

In this context the social budget management believe it is necessary to critically view as long as 

these funds are managed independently d state budget, more are put together with the central 

state budget in what we call "the state budget" 

Level of taxation can be calculated and the taxpayer, legal person or individual. If we consider 

the number of fiscal and social obligations of legal entities, and their volume of business it is to 

relate the figure, we can determine the organizational entity level tax, the taxpayer, as a legal 

entity. Fiscal and social obligations of legal entities are easily defined, they are included in costs 

and eventually the entity's financial results. 

If we extend this calculation and the individual level, the ratio between the taxpayer's tax 

liability, the individual and his income (V), obtinen the tax burden per person, per capita, a term 

used since the Roman Empire. 

Numerator of this ratio is quite difficult to calculate, given that we consider and consumption 

taxes (ic) borne by taxpayers-individuals from their earnings nete.Tot of these gains are incurred 

and local taxes (ITL). 

 

Grfi-level of taxation per individual 

                             

                               BC + i.t.l. 

                           Grfi = ----------- 

                                    V 

Some authorities include advertising on consumption in calculating the level of taxation on the 

grounds that they were taken when determining the tax on the macro level, in their capacity as 

state tax revenue. Actually more than true, only that the state "we", and the tax burden is borne by 

individuals, taxpayers sometimes excessive pressure on the load weight back. 

Eloquent and illustrative calculation seems to be the one obtained by the job, ie to calculate the 

fiscal job. 
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In this case we must take into account the tax obligations of employers and those of the 

employee, who then report them to the total cost of maintaining a job. 

Namely, the counter has accumulated the following obligations: payroll taxes owed by the 

employee (is), social security contributions payable by the employee (cas-s), social health 

insurance contribution payable by the employee (cass-s) contribution to unemployment fund due 

to the employee (CFS-S), and possibly contributions to occupational pensions (CPO), if 

applicable, social security contribution payable by the employer (the house), social health 

insurance contribution payable by the employer (cass -a), the contribution to unemployment fund 

due to the employer (the CFS), contributions to special funds (CFS) on a case by case. The 

denominator aggregate wage bill (CS) and cheltuieleile with social contributions and other 

similar fees related to the maintenance wage job in question (Cas.S). 

The fiscal Grfm-degree work 

 

                         (cas-a+cass-a+cfs-a+cfs)+( i.s.+cas-s+cass-s+cfs-s+cpo) 

             Grfm=-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                  CS+Cas.S 

 

Exemplifying, with the figures, the size of the wage differential in the conclusion that the fiscal 

degree of labor is much higher than the fiscal level of capital, given the legal personal income tax 

and tax on dividends. 

 

Top of Form 

This differentiation is discriminatory and an idea to use it in the following taxation on non-

discrimination principle. 

Differences of treatment option is the criterion for the taxpayer and thus imposing neutrality is 

canceled by size and by differentiating the tax burden. Signal this phenomenon is the 

phenomenon of mass migration from taxable capital taxation to labor taxation. 

You could say so no discrimination in terms VDE generates tax neutrality. The fiscal 

differentiated labor from the capital, 

 differentiated treatment of personal income from the corporate, personal income treated 

differently depending on its source, differential treatment of income from the sale of real estate, 

compared to those from the sale of securities. 

These differences can be filled with exceptions reclaiming fiscal constraints as su form of tax 

advantages. Namely, non-recognition of costs incurred by different tax law for legal persons from 

freelancers, and even not recognize the deductibility of expenses are as many exceptions 

generators d discrimination. 

Discrimination can also be positive in fiscal matters, as are granted tax avantje to tax exemption 

for those who reinvested some of the results, up to this level, compared to other economic agents 

who use other investment strategies. Common is the situation seems hopeless when businesses 

that are forced realzeaza financial results, and those with no negative financial results. 

Discriminatory tax treatment, and that without neutrality promotes social inequities and different 

tax burden for taxpayers, in their capacity as sovereign subject. 
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